
I was told by a local farmer that livestock animals can withstand colder temperatures outside 
than we can. How is that possible?  
 
Right now most of us are probably dreaming of a sunny 72°F summer day. Livestock however 
prefer cooler temps, with cows preferring 40-50°F. For us, preparing for and surviving winter 
usually means putting away the garden hose, stocking the wood pile, and getting out your 
boots, jackets, and gloves. Even though they like cooler temperatures, livestock still prepare 
themselves for winter also.  
 
As the days get shorter (less daylight) and the temperature starts to drop, animals will start to 
grow thicker and longer hair. This long, dense fur traps dry air near the skin of the animal which 
helps keep them warm. In the spring when the days are longer and the temperatures start to 
increase, the animals’ bodies know what to do and they start to shed this extra fuzz as it’s no 
longer needed. If you think your dog sheds a lot in the spring, imagine a horse or a cow!  
 
Also, ruminants like cows and goats have a specialized part of their stomach called a rumen. 
Hay and other forms of roughage are broken down (fermented) by bacteria and microbes in the 
rumen. In addition to making hay and other feed more digestible, this process also generates 
heat as a by-product, which can help keep the animals warm in the winter.  
 
Livestock have hooves, which are made of hard materials like keratin, so when they are 
standing on snow, their feet don’t get cold like our bare feet would. Plus, when they grow a 
thicker coat for the winter, they can get some extra fur on their ankles that helps cover their 
hooves and keep them even more insulated.  
 
Although livestock have fur to keep them warm, they still need some shelter in the cold winter 
months. Livestock need shelter from wind and wet weather, and this can be in the form of a 
dense forest, 3-sided lean-to, or a barn. Animals will also huddle together to keep warm with 
their body heat and help block out of the wind. Livestock need good quality fresh air even in the 
winter. Owners can provide this by opening the barn door and letting the animals come in and 
out, or by using exhaust fans in the barn to provide a constant flow of fresh air to the animals.  
 
Similar to humans, some animals need a bit more help staying warm in the winter, such as 
younger, older, or sick animals, which is why you sometimes see calves wearing cute jackets on 
dairy farms or a horse outside in a paddock wearing a big jacket.  
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